Sept 11, 220hz, right side goal
Isabella - In and up and down and makes it to the fork slightly on the wrong side, looks back
and forth, then just retracts. E comes out a little and just sorta stares, angled slightly toward the
wrong way. E begins to enter the fork, heading toward the middle, then retracts again. There e
stays for eir ten minutes. Then, I open the cap and lay down some cucumber. She does not
move from her position, slightly retracted, facing into the wrong side. After a few minutes, I spray
em. Nothing.
Big Yellow - Up half way and in on the correct side; part way through, is closer to the top and
enter the fork in the middle and looks in both sides, head enters the correct side,, then enters
fully.. E goes into the cap and moves around in there for the remainder of the time.
Trails - in and up and down the center. E started going the wrong way into the maze, then went
toward the other side and started in a little, but retracted and then started n the wrong side, fully
entered and part way down, e turns around and goes back toward the fork. Then, e goes into
the correct side. E is heading down the correct side at the end of the 10 minutes and I open the
cap and lay down the food. E continues that way.
Dr Strange -top and slowly in on the correct side. E straightens and goes to the fork. Then, e
turns around and then makes a wide loop back toward the fork is millimeters toward it on the
correct side. E puts eir head in, but then retracts. E looks into the other side , but goes back to
the correct side and starts to go in, the changes back again and starts to go in wrong side. E is
half way into the wrong side at 10 minutes and I open the cap and lay down the cucumber. E
continues on eir path all the way to the cap

